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Abstract

Aim: To compare the pharmacokinetic exposure of SAR341402 Mix 70/30 (SARAsp-

Mix) with US- and European (EU)-approved versions of insulin aspart Mix 70/30

(NovoLog Mix 70/30 [NN-Mix-US]/NovoMix 30 [NN-Mix-EU]) and SAR341402

insulin aspart solution (SAR-Asp) in subjects with type 1 diabetes.

Materials and Methods: This was a randomized, double-blind, crossover trial in two

cohorts. Fifty-two subjects received a single subcutaneous 0.3 U/kg dose of each

treatment and underwent a euglycaemic clamp procedure lasting for a maximum of

24 hours after dosing. In cohort 1, subjects (N = 36) were exposed once each to

SARAsp-Mix, NN-Mix-US and NN-Mix-EU. In cohort 2, subjects (N = 16) were

exposed once each to SARAsp-Mix and SAR-Asp.

Results: Of the 52 subjects randomized, 48 completed all treatment periods. In

cohort 1, the extent of exposure (total and maximum concentration) was similar

among the three treatments, with the 90% confidence intervals for pairwise treat-

ment ratios meeting the predefined acceptance range (0.80 to 1.25). In cohort 2, sta-

tistically significant differences (P < .001) in early (0-4 hours) and intermediate

(4-12 hours) exposure to SARAsp-Mix compared with SAR-Asp were observed, all

exceeding a 20% difference. Pharmacodynamic results were in support of the phar-

macokinetic findings for both cohorts. All treatments were well tolerated and there

were no relevant differences in safety variables among treatments.

Conclusions: SARAsp-Mix showed similar pharmacokinetic exposure to commercially

available insulin aspart Mix 70/30 formulations, and a distinct exposure profile com-

pared with SAR-Asp.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

SAR341402 (SAR-Asp; Sanofi, Paris, France) is a biosimilar insulin

aspart product, a human insulin analogue of recombinant DNA origin.1

Insulin aspart is the active ingredient of a rapid-acting insulin product

currently marketed as NovoLog in the United States2 and as

NovoRapid in Europe (EU),3 and of a premixed rapid- and

intermediate-acting insulin product currently marketed as NovoLog

Mix 70/304 in the United States and as NovoMix 305 in Europe

for the treatment of diabetes. SAR-Asp has the same amino acid

sequence and structure as insulin aspart in the reference medicinal

product, NovoLog/NovoRapid (NN-Asp; Novo Nordisk, Bagsværd,

Denmark) and is formulated at a concentration of 100 U/mL.

In accordance with relevant US and EU guidelines,6–9 a stepwise

approach has been utilized to show that SAR-Asp is similar to NN-Asp

in physicochemical analyses, non-clinical and clinical studies. Similar

pharmacokinetic exposure and pharmacodynamic activity were shown

for SAR-Asp versus both US-approved (NovoLog) and EU-approved

(NovoRapid) NN-Asp, as well as between US-approved and

EU-approved NN-Asp in a study in subjects with type 1 diabetes (T1D)

using the euglycaemic clamp technique.10 In a separate study, SAR-Asp

also showed similar exposure and activity compared with Japan-

approved NN-Asp (NovoRapid) in healthy subjects.11 In addition, similar

efficacy, safety and immunogenicity of SAR-Asp and NN-Asp were

reported in a multinational, open-label, randomized phase 3 study in

participants with T1D and type 2 diabetes (T2D) using insulin glargine

100 U/mL (Lantus) as the basal insulin.12,13 SAR-Asp and NN-Asp were

also well tolerated and had similar infusion set occlusions over a

4-week period in insulin pump users with T1D.14

In addition to the rapid-acting solution, SAR-Asp is in development

as a premixed formulation with 70% protamine-crystallized insulin aspart

suspension and 30% insulin aspart solution (SARAsp-Mix; Sanofi, Paris,

France) that provides coverage of prandial and basal insulin in a single

injection. The originator premixed insulin aspart product, US-approved

NovoLog Mix 70/30 (NN-Mix-US) and EU-approved NovoMix 30 (NN-

Mix-EU), has been marketed for use in adults and children (EU only) with

T1D and T2D in many countries for �20 years, with a well characterized

pharmacological, efficacy and safety profile.15,16

Intensive insulin treatment with multiple daily injection (MDI) ther-

apy of basal and mealtime insulin is recommended for people with T1D

and for those individuals with T2D who require more intensive

glycaemic control.17 For people with T2D who require intensification,

the initial addition of basal insulin to oral medication regimens is well

established and shows less hypoglycaemia and weight gain than combi-

nations using premixed insulin formulations or prandial insulin.18 People

unable to maintain glycaemic targets on basal insulin may then require

basal-bolus treatment. Although a basal-bolus insulin regimen consisting

of MDI therapy of prandial rapid-acting insulin in combination with a

long-acting basal insulin most closely mimics normal insulin secretion,19

the complexity and intensity of this regimen can be intrusive for some

patients and lead to poor compliance. For this reason, people who are

unable to cope with the demands of an intensive basal-bolus regimen

may choose a simpler biphasic premixed regimen. Premixed insulins

remain widely used in different regions of the world,20,21 with efficacy

and safety outcomes similar to those of basal or basal-bolus insulin.22,23

These insulins offer an attractive option of delivering both rapid and

longer-acting insulin in a single convenient injection, and theoretically

address fasting, nocturnal and prandial aspects of glucose manage-

ment.24 Although premixed insulins are available in various basal/bolus

ratios, the 70/30 ratio of intermediate-acting and rapid-acting solution

remains the most common one used in clinical practice.25 The use of

biosimilar premixed insulin formulations has the potential to reduce

drug treatment costs as they are priced lower than the originator prod-

ucts, thereby facilitating greater access to insulin treatment.26

The clinical development programme of SARAsp-Mix was designed

to show similarity in the exposure of SARAsp-Mix versus the reference

therapy (NN-Mix-US and NN-Mix-EU), and distinctiveness in early

and intermediate exposure of SARAsp-Mix compared with the individ-

ual insulin component SAR-Asp (rapid-acting solution) before clinical

evaluation in a phase 3 study.27 The pharmacodynamic activity should

support the pharmacokinetic findings. In this study, we report the

results of a euglycaemic clamp study in subjects with T1D to achieve

these objectives.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

This was a single-centre, randomized, double-blind, controlled, single-

dose, four-treatment, euglycaemic clamp crossover study in two cohorts

(ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT03916601) undertaken during

2017-2018. Cohort 1 had three treatments, three periods and three

sequences; cohort 2 had two treatments, two periods and two

sequences. Subjects were exposed to each treatment once only. The

study protocol was approved by an independent Ethics Committee and

was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Written

informed consent was obtained from all subjects before study entry.

2.1 | Subjects

Participants were enrolled at the Profil Institute (Neuss, Germany) and

included male and female subjects aged 18-64 years (both inclusive)

with T1D (duration >1 year) but otherwise healthy, with a body mass

index of 18 to 30 kg/m2, a fasting negative serum C-peptide level of

less than 0.3 nmol/L, an HbA1c level of 75 mmol/mol or lower (≤9%),

an anti-insulin antibody titre of 30.0 kU/L or less based on local labo-

ratory assessment, a total insulin dose of less than 1.0 U/kg/day, a

total basal insulin dose of 0.4 U/kg/day or less, and a stable insulin

regimen for at least 2 months prior to the study.

2.2 | Study design and treatments

An overview of the study design is outlined in Figure S1. In both

cohorts, a screening period of up to 28 days was followed by three

(cohort 1) or two (cohort 2) inpatient treatment periods (each of 2 days'
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duration), each separated by a 5- to 18-day washout period (preferen-

tially 7 days) and a follow-up visit at least 5 days after the last dose.

Subjects were randomly assigned using a computer-generated list

(one each for cohort 1 and cohort 2) to receive one of three possible

treatment sequences (cohort 1) or one of two treatment sequences

(cohort 2) of single 0.3 U/kg doses of SARAsp-Mix (test product), NN-

Mix-US (100 U/mL), NN-Mix-EU (100 U/mL) or SAR-Asp. SARAsp-Mix

and SAR-Asp were manufactured by Sanofi (Frankfurt, Germany) and

provided as a suspension (SARAsp-Mix) and solution (SAR-Asp) for injec-

tion at a concentration of 100 U/mL. NN-Mix-US and NN-Mix-EU

were provided as commercial formulations. To maintain double-blinding

and consistency of dosing methodology, study treatments were with-

drawn by an unblinded investigator from cartridges with insulin syrin-

ges, with SARAsp-Mix, NN-Mix-US and NN-Mix-EU mixed according to

prescribing information to ensure a complete resuspension4,5; this indi-

vidual was not otherwise involved in the study.

Before each dosing visit, subjects underwent a washout of their

usual insulin therapy, with the last dose of basal insulin received at

least 24 hours before dosing for NPH insulin or other intermediate-

acting insulins, 48 hours before for first-generation basal insulins

(Lantus, insulin detemir), and 72 hours for second-generation basal

insulins (insulin degludec, insulin glargine 300 U/mL). During this

period, subjects using long-acting insulin products were switched to

intermediate insulin products, and those using intermediate products

to short-acting products at least 24 hours prior to the clamp. All were

switched to a short-acting insulin by 24 hours before dosing. Subjects

were required to abstain from injection or infusion of short-acting

insulin products (other than insulin aspart) for a minimum of 8 hours

before dosing (see Figure S2 for further details).

2.3 | Pharmacokinetic evaluation

Venous blood samples were collected before and then at frequent

times after dosing in each treatment period, that is, every 10 minutes

for the first 2 hours, every 30 minutes from 2 to 5 hours, every

60 minutes from 5 to 10 hours, every 120 minutes from 10 to

20 hours, and then at 24 hours. All samples were centrifuged within

20 minutes of collection. Plasma was transferred to separate tubes,

frozen immediately and stored at −60 to −80�C until analysis.

Plasma concentrations of insulin aspart following administration

of SARAsp-Mix and NN-Mix-US/NN-Mix-EU were analysed using a

validated liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry assay at

Syneos Health (Québec, Canada). The measurement range of the

assay was 100-8000 pg/mL with 100 pg/mL defined as the lower

limit of quantification. Cross-validations of the assay with respective

marketed insulin aspart products available in the United States and

EU were also performed, with the assay shown to be precise, accu-

rate, sensitive and selective over the validated range. For subjects

receiving a rescue insulin during the clamp procedure (after dosing of

study drugs), plasma concentrations of insulin aspart following admin-

istration of SARAsp-Mix and NN-Mix-US/NN-Mix-EU were analysed

up to the start time of the rescue insulin administration.

2.4 | Pharmacodynamic evaluation using
euglycaemic clamp

The pharmacodynamic effect of the insulin aspart products was evalu-

ated using the euglycaemic clamp technique, as described previously.10

During the euglycaemic clamp, the blood glucose (BG) concentration and

the glucose infusion rate (GIR), representing the amount of external glu-

cose needed to keep a subject's BG concentration at its target level, were

continuously measured and recorded by the clamp device (ClampArt,

Profil, Neuss, Germany). The amount of glucose required (area under the

body weight-standardized GIR time curve [GIR-AUC]) is a measure of

the metabolic activity of the investigated insulin (decrease in endogenous

glucose production and variable peripheral glucose uptake). The clamp

device determined BG levels at 1-minute intervals and adjusted the GIR

in response to changes in BG using a predefined algorithm to keep a

euglycaemic BG level of 100 mg/dL (5.5 mmol/L). During the clamp,

arterialized venous BG concentration,28 which reflects the supply for

total glucose utilization of all tissues, as well as GIRs, was continuously

monitored. In addition, blood samples (�0.1 mL) were collected at

30-minute intervals for concurrent clamp device adjustment as part of

the calibration procedure to maintain the glycaemic clamp.

The clamp procedure was performed under fasting conditions fol-

lowing an overnight fasting period. Once connected to the clamp

device, a variable basal intravenous infusion of insulin glulisine (0.3 U/

mL) or 20% glucose solution was initiated to achieve a BG target level

of 100 mg/dL (5.5 mmol/L). After BG levels were stabilized for at least

1 hour without any glucose infusion, the insulin aspart products were

administered. The insulin glulisine infusion was discontinued at least

20 minutes before dosing. Based on the duration of action of insulin

premixes after subcutaneous injection, a maximum clamp duration of

24 hours was considered sufficient to adequately monitor subjects

and account for individual variations in insulin elimination and the

duration of pharmacodynamic activity. The clamp was prematurely

terminated if BG consistently exceeded 200 mg/dL (11.1 mmol/L)

with no glucose infusion for the last 30 minutes. In the case of early

clamp termination, subjects received insulin glulisine as rescue insulin.

2.5 | Safety evaluation

The safety and tolerability of SARAsp-Mix was assessed by 12-lead

ECG, vital signs, routine laboratory variables, physical examination,

reporting of adverse events (AEs) and injection site reactions, and any

episodes of hypoglycaemia. AEs were coded using Medical Dictionary

for Regulatory Activities version 20.1.

2.6 | Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
variables

Pharmacokinetic variable estimates for insulin aspart after administra-

tion of SARAsp-Mix, SAR-Asp solution and NN-Mix-US/NN-Mix-EU

were calculated using standard non-compartmental methods with
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Phoenix WinNonlin version 6.4 (Certara USA, Inc., Princeton, NJ, USA).

Area under the plasma insulin aspart concentration-time curve was cal-

culated using the log-linear trapezoidal rule from time zero (predose) up

to the time of the last quantifiable concentration (INS-AUClast) and

extrapolated to infinity (INS-AUCinf). For cohort 1, the primary pharma-

cokinetic variables were the maximum observed plasma insulin aspart

concentration (INS-Cmax) and INS-AUClast. Secondary pharmacokinetic

endpoints in cohort 1 included area under the insulin concentration

time curve from 0 to 4 hours postadministration (INS-AUC0-4h) and

from 4 to 24 hours postadministration (INS-AUC4-24h). For cohort 2, the

primary pharmacokinetic variables were INS-AUC0-4h, from 4 to

12 hours postadministration (INS-AUC4-12h) and INS-Cmax.

Secondary pharmacodynamic variables were recorded during the

glucose clamp procedure, where the GIR over time was used as a

measure of insulin effect during each clamp period. The calculated

variables included the GIR-AUC from 0 to 24 hours (GIR-AUC0-24h)

and the maximum body weight-standardized GIR (GIRmax) for cohort

1; and the GIR-AUC from 0 to 4 hours (GIR-AUC0-4h), GIR-AUC4-12h

and GIRmax for cohort 2. The maximum of the raw (unsmoothed) body

weight-standardized GIR was subject to noise in the GIR adjustment.

Thus, the derivation of GIRmax was based on smoothing technique

(locally weighted regression in smoothing scatter [LOESS] plots; SAS,

PROC LOESS, factor 0.15) for the raw body weight-standardized GIR

data and BG levels. Because of the expected morphology of the GIR

profiles, a smoothing factor of 15% was used.

2.7 | Sample size and statistical analyses

The primary aim of the cohort 1 analysis was to show similarity

(equivalence) in exposure of SARAsp-Mix to NN-Mix-US and NN-Mix-

EU. To achieve this, a total of 30 evaluable subjects was required,

assuming a true within-subject standard deviation (SD) of 0.20 or

lower for natural log-transformed INS-Cmax and INS-AUClast, for a true

treatment ratio of between 0.95 and 1.05. Sample sizes were planned

to provide at least 95% power to show equivalence with 5% type

1 error for the pharmacokinetic variables using the 0.80 to 1.25

acceptance range, in agreement with regulatory guidance.6 To allow

for drop-outs, cohort 1 planned to recruit 36 subjects.

The primary aim of the cohort 2 analysis was to show distinctive-

ness in exposure of SARAsp-Mix and SAR-Asp. Regulatory guidance rec-

ommends confirmation that the premixed insulin product (i.e. SARAsp-

Mix) has a distinct pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profile com-

pared with its individual insulin component (i.e. SAR-Asp), defined in this

study as a target difference of at least 20% as per guidance.7 To show a

significant difference in exposure between SAR-Mix and SAR-Asp, a

total of 12 evaluable subjects was required, assuming a true within-

subject SD of 0.20 or lower for log-transformed INS-Cmax, INS-AUC0-4h

and INS-AUC4-12h, for a true treatment ratio of 1.43 or higher. Sample

sizes were planned to provide at least 95% power to show a significant

difference with 5% type 1 error (two-sided) for the pharmacokinetic

variables using a 0.7 or lower and 1.43 or higher treatment ratio range.

To allow for drop-outs, cohort 2 planned to recruit 16 subjects.

In cohort 1, the log-transformed INS-Cmax and INS-AUClast were

evaluated with a linear mixed effects model including subject within

sequence as a random effect with period, sequence and treatment as

fixed effects. For each variable, the estimated difference in treatment

means along with the 90% confidence limits was back-transformed to

estimate the treatment ratio of geometric means and the confidence

limits. Similarity for the primary pharmacokinetic variables INS-Cmax

and INS-AUClast was concluded if the 90% confidence intervals (CIs)

of the treatment ratios of the geometric means were entirely within

the 0.80 to 1.25 equivalence interval, in keeping with regulatory guid-

ance for showing bioequivalence.6 In cohort 2, log-transformed INS-

Cmax, INS-AUC0-4h and INS-AUC4-12h were analysed using a similar

statistical model to that used for cohort 1. The ratio was tested for

significant deviation from the value 1.0 (two-sided, alpha = .05), and a

P-value was derived. Correspondingly, the 95% CIs of the treatment

ratios of the geometric means were presented, consistent with regula-

tory guidance for showing differences between two treatments.7

Pharmacodynamic variables were summarized by treatment per

cohort using descriptive statistics. Pharmacodynamic analyses were

secondary and were performed without the aim of formal inferential

statistics. In each cohort, similar analyses to the pharmacokinetic vari-

ables were performed. Statistical analyses were performed using SAS

version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Clamp quality was assessed by determining the time span of

euglycaemia, defined as the time from dosing to the last value of the

smoothed BG concentration curve at or below 105 mg/dL (5.8 mmol/L);

the duration of euglycaemia; the individual mean of the BG concentra-

tions; the precision, defined as the individual coefficient of variation (CV,

%) of BG device measurements during euglycaemia; and the control devi-

ation, defined as the mean absolute difference of individual mean BG

measurements from the clamp target level, as described previously.10

3 | RESULTS

Fifty-two subjects were randomized and treated, with 48 completing

the study. In cohort 1, 36 subjects were randomized, and 34 subjects

completed all three study treatment periods. In cohort 2, 16 subjects

were randomized, and 14 subjects completed both treatment periods.

Baseline characteristics of the randomized subjects are given in

Table 1. All participants were Caucasian, 43 were male and nine were

female, with an overall mean age of 44.2 years. Participant disposition

and details of the four subjects who withdrew from the study are

presented in Table S1. Per treatment, 35 profiles were evaluable for

cohort 1 and 15 profiles were evaluable for cohort 2.

3.1 | Pharmacokinetics

In cohort 1, the pharmacokinetic profiles of the three insulin aspart

mix products were virtually superimposable, as shown when plotting

the mean insulin aspart concentration versus time for SARAsp-Mix,

NN-Mix-US and NN-Mix-EU (Figure 1A). The 90% CIs of the
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treatment ratios for primary pharmacokinetic variables INS-Cmax and

INS-AUClast were entirely within the predefined acceptance interval

of 0.80 to 1.25 (Table 2), confirming equivalent exposure of SARAsp-

Mix compared with NN-Mix-US and NN-Mix-EU. Descriptive statis-

tics per treatment for pharmacokinetic variables are shown in

Table S2. The pharmacokinetic variables show low to moderate

between-subject variability, as shown by CVs between 32% and 37%.

The 90% CIs of the treatment ratios for secondary pharmacokinetic

variables INS-AUC0-4h and INS-AUC4-24h were also entirely contained

within the 0.80 to 1.25 acceptance range (Table S3).

In cohort 2, the pharmacokinetic profile of SARAsp-Mix was gen-

erally flatter than that of the rapid-acting solution SAR-Asp when

plotting the mean insulin aspart concentration versus time (Figure 1B).

The 95% CIs for the ratios of the geometric means (SARAsp-Mix

vs. SAR-Asp) for the primary pharmacokinetic variables (INS-Cmax,

INS-AUC0-4h and INS-AUC4-12h) exclude the value 1.0, thereby show-

ing statistically significant differences in early and intermediate phar-

macokinetic variables between SARAsp-Mix and SAR-Asp (Table 2).

The P-values for treatment effect were all below .001. Point estimates

indicate a clear distinction and were greater than 20% between the

two products. Descriptive statistics per treatment for the primary

pharmacokinetic variables (INS-Cmax, INS-AUC0-4h and INS-AUC4-12h)

are shown in Table S4. The pharmacokinetic variables show low to

moderate between-subject variability, as shown by CVs between 12%

and 37%.

3.2 | Pharmacodynamics

In cohort 1, the pharmacodynamic profiles of the three insulin aspart mix

products were similar, as shown in plots of the mean smoothed standard-

ized GIR profiles (Figure S3A) and the median of percentage of cumula-

tive glucose infusion based on GIR-AUC0-24h versus time (Figure S3C).

The results were consistent and supportive of the pharmacokinetic find-

ings. The onset and duration of action were similar, with SARAsp-Mix

reaching a slightly lower mean peak value compared with the other two

treatments. Descriptive statistics per treatment for secondary pharmaco-

dynamic variables are shown in Table S2. The extent of the glucose-

lowering effect, as indicated by GIR-AUC0-24h and GIRmax, was similar

among the three treatments (Table S5). For GIR-AUC0-24h, the 90% CIs

for the pairwise treatment ratio were within the classical bioequivalence

range of 0.80 to 1.25 used for pharmacokinetic variables, whereas for

GIRmax, the lower boundaries of the 90% CIs were slightly below 0.80.

Between-subject variability for GIR-AUC0-24h and GIRmax was moderate,

as shown by CVs per treatment between 33% and 50% (Table S2).

In cohort 2, the pharmacodynamic profiles of the two insulin treat-

ments showed a clear difference in activity (Figure S3B and D), with

SARAsp-Mix having a flatter profile with a much slower onset and a lon-

ger duration of action compared with SAR-Asp rapid-acting solution.

Descriptive statistics per treatment for pharmacodynamic variables are

shown in Table S4. The differences in the mean GIR-AUC and mean

GIRmax values for SARAsp-Mix and SAR-Asp reflect the differences in

the formulations. Point estimates for the GIRmax, GIR-AUC0-4h and GIR-

AUC4-12h ratios comparing SARAsp-Mix and SAR-Asp, and the

corresponding 95% CIs, are shown in Table S5. The 95% CIs for the

ratios of the geometric means (SARAsp-Mix and SAR-Asp) exclude the

TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics of the study population (safety
population)

Cohort 1 (N = 36) Cohort 2 (N = 16)

Male, n (%) 32 (88.9) 11 (68.8)

Age (years) 45.7 ± 10.3 [27-62] 40.8 ± 12.7 [20-60]

White race, n (%) 36 (100.0) 16 (100.0)

Body weight 83.0 ± 8.5 [68.4-96.9] 77.8 ± 9.1 [58.3-96.4]

Body mass

index (kg/m2)

26.0 ± 2.3 [22.3-29.8] 25.3 ± 2.4 [21.7-28.6]

Duration of

diabetes, years

27.1 ± 10.6 [8-54] 19.2 ± 10.8 [2-45]

HbA1c, % 7.30 ± 0.86 [5.5-8.9] 7.20 ± 0.62 [5.9-8.3]

Note: All average data are mean ± standard deviation [range]. 0
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value 1.0, thus showing statistically significant differences in early and

intermediate pharmacodynamic variables between SAR-Asp and

SARAsp-Mix. P-values in the model for treatment effect were below

.001 for GIRmax and GIR-AUC0-4h. Point estimates indicated a clear dis-

tinction among the two formulations, exceeding the recommended tar-

get difference of 20%, with a flatter profile for SARAsp-Mix.

3.3 | Clamp quality

Clamp quality was high and comparable among treatments (Table S6).

The precision (i.e. the CV% of the ClampArt BG measurements)

showed median values of 4.0%-4.5% for the three treatments in

cohort 1 and 3.9%-5.1% for the two treatments in cohort 2. Similarly,

the mean difference between the ClampArt BG measurements and

the target BG value (control deviation) was generally small, being

0.84-1.05 mg/dL in cohort 1 and 0.63-0.73 mg/dL in cohort 2. As

expected for cohort 2, the duration of euglycaemia during the clamp

procedure was longer for SARAsp-Mix than for the rapid-acting

solution.

3.4 | Safety and tolerability

All treatments in cohorts 1 and 2 were well tolerated and there were

no relevant differences in safety variables among treatments. There

were no serious AEs or AEs of special interest reported during the

study, and no severe/serious hypoglycaemic events were observed in

either cohort. In both cohorts, the majority of treatment-emergent

AEs (TEAEs) were of mild intensity, none were of severe intensity and

none were considered to be related to study treatment by the investi-

gator. One patient in cohort 2 had a fall (reported as a TEAE), which

led to a TEAE of contusion (not considered to be related to study

treatment) in treatment period 1; the events led to discontinuation of

the patient and this patient only received one of the treatments (SAR-

Asp) during the study. There were no clinically relevant changes in

any of the standard clinical laboratory and haematology variables dur-

ing the treatment period in either cohort (data not shown).

4 | DISCUSSION

The key finding of the current study, which is the first to investigate the

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of a biosimilar insulin

aspart premix, was that in individuals with T1D, SARAsp-Mix showed a

similarity in exposure compared with both NN-Mix-US and NN-Mix-EU,

with 90% CIs of the treatment ratios meeting the predefined acceptance

range (0.80 to 1.25). In addition, SARAsp-Mix showed statistically signifi-

cant differences (P < .001) in early and intermediate exposure compared

with the rapid-acting solution SAR-Asp, each showing a greater than

20% recommended difference between treatments.7 The pharmacody-

namic results, a secondary outcome of the study, were in support of the

pharmacokinetic findings for both cohorts. All treatments were well tol-

erated and there were no relevant differences in safety variables among

treatments.

The single-dose, crossover design and the euglycaemic glucose

clamp used in this study are consistent with regulatory guidance for the

development of biosimilar insulin products.6 Crossover studies are

TABLE 2 Primary pharmacokinetic
variables in cohorts 1 and 2

Group Variable Treatment ratio Point estimate (CI)

Cohort 1 (90% CI)a

INS-Cmax SARAsp-Mix vs. NN-Mix-US 0.91 (0.84 to 0.99)

SARAsp-Mix vs. NN-Mix-EU 0.92 (0.85 to 1.00)

INS-AUClast SARAsp-Mix vs. NN-Mix-US 1.00 (0.92 to 1.08)

SARAsp-Mix vs. NN-Mix-EU 0.99 (0.91 to 1.07)

Cohort 2 (95% CI)b

INS-Cmax SARAsp-Mix vs. SAR-Asp 0.29 (0.25 to 0.33)*

INS-AUC0-4h SARAsp-Mix vs. SAR-Asp 0.33 (0.29 to 0.36)**

INS-AUC4-12h SARAsp-Mix vs. SAR-Asp 2.89 (1.71 to 4.89)***

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; INS-AUClast, area under the drug plasma concentration-time curve

from time 0 to the time of the last quantifiable data point; INS-Cmax, maximum insulin aspart

concentration in plasma.

Note: P-values for the effect of treatment on primary pharmacokinetic variables: *P < .0001, **P < .0001,

***P < .0008.
a90% CI for the pairwise treatment ratios in keeping with regulatory guidance for showing

bioequivalence between treatments.6

b95% CI for the pairwise treatment ratios in keeping with regulatory guidance for confirming a difference

between treatments.7
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mandatory to show similarity in exposure and activity as they allow each

subject to receive all treatments, so that a comparison among the treat-

ments can be made on the same subject. In addition, evaluation of insu-

lin premix products requires differentiation from their rapid-acting

products by concluding that key pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic

variables are outside the usual 80% to 125% acceptance limits for con-

cluding equivalence. To achieve these aims, a crossover study comparing

four different treatments (SARAsp-Mix, NN-Mix-US, NN-Mix-EU and

SAR-Asp) was required.7 To reduce the burden on study participants

undergoing repeated 24-hour euglycaemic clamp procedures, two sepa-

rate cohorts were used in place of a four-way crossover study, thereby

simultaneously testing corresponding products for similarity and differ-

entiating the rapid-acting and premixed products. Cohort 1 was a Latin

square design with three treatments, three periods and three sequences,

and cohort 2 was a two-treatment, two-period, two-sequence crossover

study. Subjects were exposed to each treatment once only.

The endpoints used in the study also followed regulatory require-

ments for assessment of biosimilar premix insulin preparations con-

taining the same active ingredient.6 The study involved evaluation of

a premix preparation (SARAsp-Mix) that contains the same active

ingredient as the rapid-acting solution (SAR-Asp). In view of the simi-

lar pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profiles shown for the sol-

uble insulin preparation SAR-Asp and its reference medicinal product

(NN-Asp),10 the pharmacodynamic data for SARAsp-Mix, although not

needed, are presented in keeping with regulatory guidelines that rec-

ommend reporting of all data collected during the conduct of these

studies. Pharmacodynamic analyses were therefore secondary, and

statistical analyses of pharmacodynamic variables were prespecified

as non-confirmative. The clamp quality, assessed by the individual CV

% of BG over the clamp duration (from 0 to the end of euglycaemia),

was reliably maintained within reasonable variability, which was indic-

ative of successful performance of the euglycaemic clamp technology.

The strengths of the current study include its crossover design

using single subcutaneous doses that enabled the subjects to act as

their own control, along with enrolment of subjects with T1D that

allowed comparison of exogenous insulins with respect to glucose-

lowering effect without interference from endogenous insulin.29

Investigator-related bias was avoided by the automated glucose clamp

procedure and the use of a double-blind design. Because of the dura-

tion of action of insulin premixes after subcutaneous injection, a maxi-

mum clamp duration of 24 hours was considered sufficient to

adequately monitor subjects and account for individual variations in

insulin pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profiles. A minimum

washout period of 5 to 18 days (preferred 7 days) between dosing

occasions was considered acceptable to enable the subjects to re-

establish (as applicable) their usual individual insulin regimens. Simi-

larly, the insulin dose of 0.3 U/kg selected for this study is well char-

acterized to provide euglycaemia in subjects with T1D and has been

readily investigated in other similarly designed clamp studies.6

In summary, SARAsp-Mix showed similar pharmacokinetic expo-

sure and glucodynamic activity to commercially available biphasic

insulin aspart formulations, supporting further clinical evaluation of

SARAsp-Mix as a biosimilar product.
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